TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
reply: "A good crime story. I can't concentrate on anything else
but a thriller gets me right away from it all for a bit." I partly
share this taste, but does it not strike you, nevertheless, as a curious
paradox ? Thrillers, as we know, treat of corpses and murder
blood and death. And yet we read them to escape from a world
of corpses and murder, blood and death. Why ?
Probably because "alive" and "dead" in fiction are just words,
and have nothing to do with actual life and actual death in war!
They are part of a game which it amuses us to follow. They exist
and yet they have no horror attached to them. Once again, as
before, they are not true. We are absorbed, but we do not care.
It's swell by me, we say, if there's a body stuck up in the chimney,
giving the dining-room a sort of unhomey feeling . . .
And—here is the most significant difference—in the book we
are assured of justice working out towards a nourishing ending
and the villain brought to punishment.
A further subconscious satisfaction in detective stories lies in
their unlifelike coherence, revealed in that inevitable last chapter
where, the detective explains it all to one or two respectful friends
and cronies, showing how detail had led him clue by clue and
link by link to his complete and logical solution.
Scholarly old gentlemen and highbrow elderly spinsters are
among the most ardent cannibals and blood-suckers in their
reading; it is only just beginning not to surprise us when we find
out by chance who are and who are not. A very ordinary-looking
man in very ordinary-looking clothes with whom I shared a railway
carriage about a year ago, sat absorbed in a book which certainly,
according to his type, should have been "Murder Comes a Mucker".
When surreptitiously (as we all do) I contrived to see the tide, it
was caHed "Colloquial Japanese".
We used to read for escape from our too quiet lives; now we
read to escape awhile from our unquiet lives. Compassionate leave.
Compassion is a finer word, I think, than pity. It has a deeper
note. Pity smacks of the Lady Patron of the Waiferage. The last
time I ever saw Stefan Zweig, which was, I believe, in 1938, he
spoke of a novel he was writing, called: "Beware of Pity". It
struck me as a remarkable tide, packing such tortured experience
into so few words. I asked if it were autobiographical, though in
fiction form, about his life since he had had to leave his home in
Salzburg during the pre-war persecution? To my surprise he
answered that the theme of the story had nothing to do with the
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